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(WEBSTER:tbe VERY OPPOSITE OF!)

Now let us look at that.
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ONE FEATURE WE COULD NOT UNDERSTAND: 
until' the last very few Years=SDA 
"BORNED"=LIFE-TIME ADVENT ISTS=giving 
EVERYTHING UP! and keeping SUNDAY! 
3ut here it was: GC 608. EW 69-

THE KEY:
"ONLY those who are living up to the 
LIGHT they have.. .we shall not RECOG
NIZE... the LATTER RAIN." TM 507.

The Advent i st 
views his Church 
Affi1i at ion with 
a great deal of 
Sat i sfact i on.

(C)As WILSON gathers around himself only 
"PEERS" and "ADMINISTRATORS" and assume 
"THEOLOGIANS"=what a Tooth-Rattling “BACI®S

CHURCH -
■<-

"0UT7

ye
"IN!

F£t/e/i #56T. Jan.
13, 1983. Hoehn 
ReAzcutcJi Lcbnari^, 
Box 1270, G/tand 
FonJu, BC VOH 1HC

z/ATCH THEM! from now on. They will 
be VICIOUS as RATTLE-SNAKES=especia I- 
ly the ^agisteri^lLAWEIRS they are 
GATHERING to themselves. 500 now. 
R&H Dec.23,1982.p.16. HIRED to take 
40NEY after DAVENPORT gets his SHARE. 
l&H Dec.9,1982.0.10. Is your MONEY 
:UELING THAT leader-SHjP?
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lB)It will come:"CONTRARY to any human 
PLANNING!" TM 300. DA 212. Magen 3. Do

White condemned 
OUTJ" ■ There are a 

lot of other things he may not be 
SURE of = but he is SURE of THAT! 
"Many a STAR that we have ADMIRED 
for its BRILLIANCY will then go OUT 
in DARKNESS!" T5:81.

and from OTHER OCCUPATIONS, to give the 
"Many 

who are. standing ALOOF from Seventh-day 
Adventists are living MORE in accordance 
with the LIGHT they have received than 
are many Seventh-day_Adventists. "LLM 22t . 
"If Ministers and men in positions of 
AUTHORITY will=get=OUT=of=the=way, and. 
let the Holy Spirit move upon the minds 
of the LAY BRETHREN, God will direct 
THEM..!_" RH_A3:271 L July_9 L1885L_ 
"The LAODICEANS...the Lord was whetting 
His sword in Heaven to cut=them=down!" 
SG 2:223,229. "He will take His Holy 
Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to 
OTHERSRH ^9:273,248LJuly_1895L_ 
"..the Lord will raise up OTHERS."A3:18.
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IT SHOULD BE SELF-EVIDENT:
If the Lord takes CHARGE of theW0R< 
HIMSELF=He has REJECTED them from

T, ... _ , . _ k being IN CHARGE! TM 300.They did not know what it mean: --- ----------------------

one would need to do is.find.out what 
FROOM taught-- what H0UTEFF.taught = 
what the MAJOR ITY'WANT and then -dive 
into the OPPOSITE.and "STEEP-WAY^nd 
FEW there be that FIND it!

which Satan has prepared for 
the Church will.come THROUGH-LTS=OWN= 
MEMBERS!" T5:477."They become the MOST.. 
BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren. " 
GC 608. So apparently it is not all,, tha:: 
Cut and Dried = we.have to. walk-careful 
and tread softly=lest we make a mistake

ME AN I NGlQF "WORDS""?"? .
Bro. Cunni ngham .sai d- i t appeers^ it bei-Jf . 
down to the ’"MEANING1'. of 1 'WORDS!11 or 
Terminology. So let.us have a Look., at. . 
th i s Word: "OUT!*.1

they WANTED = an ONSLAUGHT against 
ROMANS = so also this Tribe have it 
figured out. FROOM tried it in '73- 
3-fold UNION with BILLY GRAHAM and 
CATHOLICS = that was their IDEA of 
.18?
1888 = will they know NOW what Rev.

TM 300,507 tells us they will!

(A)The Lord takes CHARGE of the "W0RK"= 
HIMSELF! as HISTORY is REPEATED. As He 
did in the Days of Old Jerusalem. When 
He let it be known that He would choose 
FISHERMEN to be the LEADERS of His Churzl 
this was an INSULT worthy of DEATH! As 
the Jews in Old Jerusalem knew EXACTLY 
what 
the 
al 1 
The 
the 
Rev 

. i n
18 means?
"NOT RECOGNIZE...the LOUD CRY!" TM 300

DO YOU KNOW THE END RESULT: 
of showing these precious Testimo
nies? They will REJECT THEM!-They 
are doing it more and_morex_ 
So then they will do as the AWAKEN 
ING JESTERS did in 1960=they will 
go:"OUT=FROM=US!" As our first Text|~ 
shows: "...OUT in DARKNESS!"T5:81.

"..the Lord chose OTHERS...And then 
these LEADERS...act like men who 
have LOST=THEIR=REASON!"TM 70.
"OTHERS will do thai~very~Work~"RH~ 
A2:144."OTHERS will come in to fill 
their " RR A3:527. Dec. 21,189 7 
"HEALTH REFORM...unless we AROUSE, 
THEY will go IN ADVANCE of us."TM 
417. T6-.299. T3:161.He knows that Sr. 

those who go "

ROTTEN!
But what if she said=in this very 
'SEALING" Time = the CHURCH=LEADERS 
vould be "ROTTEN" to the - Core?"MEN 
in RESPONSIBLE. POSITIONS, will be 
putting ROTTEN timbers in their CHAR
ACTER building----" TM 446. "Can you
not see how they have...COVERED UP 
their...ROTTENNESS of CHARACTER?" 
T8-.250. "CLEANSE the CAMP... if it 
takes the HIGHEST men in the HIGHEST 
POSITIONS!" TM 427.

THOUSANDS went "OUT" from us = 
"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS"into that

751,000 went OUT of that Church = 
1970 to 1980.They went from "BAD"= 
to "WORSE." PT 22.

...they will take the CROWNS that 
those Ministers LOSE = who concern
ing the Faith are REPROBATE." Tl: 
441. 1864.

THIS INTERPRETATION: 
presupposes many things, THE WORST 
thing about it is = if we have so- 
called:"REFORM" Leaders that reform 
NOTHING! and do not REPLY to these 
Laod i cean interpretat ions=accusations 
condemnat ions=faul t-f i ndi ngs = i f n<p 
CONTRARY VOICE is heard - everyone 
settles down and regards as VALID 
the Laodicean charge. The Bad Eggs 
vill LEAVE the BASKET in the SEALIN 
TIME = leaving nothing but Grade ", 
quality Stock = IN the Church = so 
anything OUTSIDE is automatically 
R0TTEN=to=the=Core!

THE ADVENTIST is about the most.Mixed~up;. 
person in this World = when it comes to 
GRAMMAR. The BEST, that BR’I NSMEAD. etxiJ d. 
do in the 1959~T96O era = was. to write- 
that: "GO YE OUT., to. meet. H i m! "=means;-go ....

"IN" = to the-Most Holy. {'OUT!" mean:
" and "IN!" means "OUT!" GEP_200rl JiQlU appreciate that word :"C0NTRARY! "=

By the SENSATIONAL WAY that HUDSON-breaghtjNow. THAT should simplify matters. All 
the a I Ieged:"AWAKENINGCtoAmeri= the 
REFORM WORLD stood in Line..to get ..with* 
i t. _Now_}et_us_2ook_at_that.______
Uythere is a To Virgin Parable-RIGHT?
(2) Th is represents-, the-. SDA& Church=RJ GHT> A
(3) This is in COL. 406. GC.393- RIGHT? .«
(4) If this is True=who; WAKES them?
(5) THE PREACHERS-cannot and. do not AWAKE*
them="..in the LAST HOURS OF PROBATION^. .-Truth:"He will call men from the PLOW 
CARELESS and STUPID.,. and: MINISTERS: have 
no power to TYROUSE:'.them:; fhey: are ASLEEP- LAST NOTE OF WARNING.. ." LLM 108. 
THEMSELVES! SLEEPING PREACHERS' preaching. 
to^_^^EEPING_PEOPLEr_T2^337,344,439L_
(6) "Satan...knows that if they SLEEP a 
LITTLE LONGER he is SURE of them, for 
their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN!_"T1:263L_ 
T7IS0 what is the Remedy? There is a ■ 
(8)"MOVEMENT shall COME!" GC 464(296.) 
(3}"Go ye OUT to meet Him!° COL 406.
_(]0) OBV I OUSLY somebody has to go:"0UT!" . FiqutJii
PREMISE (])= The 10 Virgins are ASLEEP® 
only DREAMING about: "F I NISH I NG" the-WORU- 
When they are:"F I Nl SHED!'--'.- 
PREMISE (2)= How do we know that they are 
"FINISHED!" = because of 2 Things: 
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THE REMNANT:
"THE REMNANT...them that are ESCAPED 
of Israel." T5-.476.

AND THE NEXT PAGE:
"Do not forget that the MOST DANGER--
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into MIDNIGHT DARKNESS.
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MOT that 
pion, it 
the SAME 
?f T5:81

sweep _ 
•i 4

what FOOLS .these-LEADERS "AREf*it would:- 
seem they are out., to-WRECK this CHURCH* 
COMPLETELY I NOTH!NG\aoul d. bet CALCULATED- 
to bring the END* of the<peopl e..that .be-

L ...

"PRESENT TRUTH." 
"PLACE!

MOT=THE=WAY the WHITE ESTATE GLORIFIED
DEALING.
(LlHof

.’put the POSTTTVE TRUTH ofi^LZGHT shin-
■— from a FEW PLACES ONLY...They have
BIDDEN their LIGHT under a Bushel ."T9:
29. This was TWISTED right around BACK-
VARDS=pu£_in Ev.694=and the FAKE MAP
z>ut ir^Ev. 699) Does that CHANGE=THE=FAC7S?^QNE! Being TOO BL1NPJ, T3:266-7,271.
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‘ it in Ev.699=FR00M'S IDEA of " 
IN THE POSITIVE!"-the POSITIVE

of DARKNESS*. they_GLORJ_F| ED_m_EvJ. 622iX?75_
"LAST MESSAGE!"

SEE 2 CLASSES:
"At the OUTSET its advocates are FEft 
By the GREAT MEN of the WORLD and 
by a WORLD-CONFORMING CHURCH, they 
are OPPOSED and DESPISED. See John 
the Baptist...standing ALONE...As in 
earlier ages, the SPECIAL TRUTHS fox 
this Time are found = NOT with the 
ECCLESIASTICAL AUTHORITIES,(PEERS)= 
but with men and women who are not 
too LEARNED or too WISE to BELIEVE 
the_Word_of_GodL'^_COL_78-9L 1900.

this:}

STARS
’erhaps the KEY reference they use= 
that NONE of them have ever analyzed 
="Many a STAR...will then go OUT ir 
DARKNESS!" T5:81.

ASTRONOMERS 
are often AMAZED how a STAR may 
flame up in BRILLIANCE=and then DIE 
JOWN so that it can hardly be seen.

it has CHANGED it's POSI- 
remains RIGHT THERE! In 
PLACE! So for the "STARS" 
to go:"0UT!"=does NOT mear 

they go OUT of the CHURCH! They RE- 
4AIN as LEADERS of the Church that 
joes 
rHE_VERY FACT of REMAINING in that 
Zhurch when the LEADERS give more 
and more recognition of the "NEW 
FHEOLOGY'-now FIRING those who say 
a Word against F.F.BRUCE = - - - - - _ _ _

{1 jThe“riPEOPLE OF GOD"=T7th7Hou?
men that NO CHURCH WOULD "HIRE"- 
these are NOT "HIRELINGS]" They are 
the 11th. Hour PHI LADELPfHANS * - 
(2)NOT=ONE=OF=THEM=IS=SEALED- un i ess 
and until the SEALING ANGEL IS WAIT
ING = for them to: "SIGH and CRY for 
ML the ABOMINATIONS...MARK=THIS= 
POINT=WITH=CARE!"T3:266-7. Eze.9.

"LOUD CRY"=EW 271=B0TTQM of Page.” 
SEALING^of "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" of 

LLiflL-l- T1:279KT0P^of Page=EW 271.THE|R SEALING?------- 
dependent on these:"PEOPLE OF G0D"= 
giving the:"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to 
the LAODICEANS. "Zhesolemn TESTIMOhJ! 
upon which the (DESTIN^=OF=THE=CHURCE 
HANGS ! " T1:181 /^EVT^fo , 108.XI 1 they have to do to go "OUT" in 

JESUIT DARKNESS = is to stay RIGHT 
THERE! The STAR wheeling through 
the Sky = the same ROUND of CERE- 

"OUT! '-was

BECAUSE THEY STAYED: 
the APOSTATE CHURCH in the OMEGA, 
the CITIES of CORRUPTION, 
the "CIVIL DEFENSE." 
the TRADE UNIONS, 
the DARKNESS of Tl:179-187. 
the COUNTERFEIT of GC 464-473. 
the ARMY=AIR FORCE=MARINES.
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WHAT IS WRONG ABOUT THIS?
We find the "LOUD CRY"=T6:401(8-9).We 
see a SPLIT in the Ranks BEFORE that. 
God is WAITING for the STRAIGHT TESTI
MONY to the LUKEWARM LAODICEANS. But 
those who STARTED to give it in the 
1930 to 1959 "SHEPHERDS ROD" and GERMAN 
REFORM era - did such a POOR JOB of it= 
MOST of them going BACK to LAODICEA in 
the I960 1 'AWAKEN 1 NG*'=go=to=S1eep=era= 

JERUSALEi}that we had to($/Al^to see where this 
tfould all End up. The Picture is not 
yery-Pretty^-As _EGW_wrote_ ii n_T9£29_=_

7s” to”'”'C0ME!" GC 464.
" that- THRONG.COL- 406t 

(C) In the MIDNiGHT DARKNESS HOUR;---they 
go "OUT!" from where- they WERE]."OUT" o 
"DARKNESS!" = if they stay IN = they-do 
NOT = they CANNOT «= go "OUT" c. .... ..
Because that place.is. NOTHING but DARK
NESS! This is the-Truth'of the* lO.Virgin^^ 
Parable=there is NO SALVATION in remain
ing "IN!" "ARISE.. SHINE'; for thy' LIGHT 
is come! " . . . To. those^who go. OUT to meet. 
the BRIDEGROOM 7 <7 this MR££ACR~C:TVRN!_" 

COL 120~.~SM~l~.93. ~6~ ====

40NIES = all that went 
:hei r

the LIGHT.
the TRUTH.
the
the MOST HOLY "PLACE!1
the TRUE MEDICAL WORK.
the CARE and KEEPING of God. 
the Influence of the SPIRIT, 
the Church in Heaven.
the Book of Life.

"TRUE" BRETHREN.T5:81.

WAITING
From Time to Time the Preachers concen
trate on a Theme. In the 1974 "BIBLE 
CONFERENCES" for Ministers only=the 
Theme of DOUGLASS was God is "WAITING"- 
GROTHEER brought that to MARIE IRELANDS 
in PENNSYVANIA=God is "WAITING" for a 
"QUALITY PEOPLE." So the Idea was to 
once again pull yourself up by your own 
Bootstraos = raise up a_"QUALITY PEOPLE ”a thumb-nail'sketch --- -
of what is "NEEDED"=is a quick run-down, 
probably the Best ever given=T9:97,9T"L» 
126. T6:400-5. RH A5:294. A4:179. A3: 
601. COL 236. Ev.27,234. T2:191-4,38- 
!|9._T3i271 ._T5:524i_SM_2:16i_P 
"The MERCY of God. . .He is holding BACK 
His JUDGMENTS = WAITING for the Message 
of WARNING to be sounded to all...the 
LAST~MESSAGE OF WARNING... the binding 
off MESSAGE..."Tell My people to REPEAT 
the MESSAGE...the Third Angel's Message 
...will be sounded by HOLY ANGELS."T9: 
97-100.What is RIGHT about this? And:

1 i eve in the SOP ■=- than what the: .LEADtr. 
ING JESUI TS=TALMUDl-STS=QNErWORLDERS-aret5 
2U(21102_ th|s_peop]e_DOWN_and OUT! _ 
When TREES withOUT FRUIT are CUT~DOWN~ 
as CUMBERERS of the ground, when MULTI
TUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguish* 
ed from the TRUE., then .the HIDDEN .ONES:, 
will be revealed.to view...Those who 
have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL: 
will declare themselves OPENLY .„."T5:81. 
"SATAN was trying .his every art: to HOLD _ 
them WHERE they WERE, until the SEALING 
was PAST..." EW 44.(Until they were OUT 
of the BOOKS of HEAVEN! They go OUT by 
staying IN that APOSTATE CHURCH in the 
Hour of the "OMEGA!" How they wi11.twist: 
that ALL AROUND].As;the CATHOLICS in 
their DARK_AGES.As the JEWS in < 7aJa’"m6vement" 
(B)The WISE "JOIN

OUT!
All that went "OUT!" was- their .INFLUENCE;..;. 
As they went BACK- to that.Church in its 
MI DN I GHT DARKNESS!* You. do not., have. to 
go "0UT!"=of that.Church: to. go " INTO 
DARKNESS!" That DARKNESS.in there:is. 
WORSE than in the-WORLD! The World is 
not CRAZY enough'to take-on 1 0. New. Money 
losing HOSPITALS in this AGE when RADiC- 
ACT I VITY=BACTERfAL GERM- and.. NERVE'GAS 
WARFARE = "PESTJLENCE"="FAM1N€"^the 
BREAK=DOWN of LAW. and. ORDER- is:.±o 
through the World:.together wi th'''"HERPES

THE FROOMS=HOUTEFFS=ROGERS=WILSONS= 
can HURL themselves against these 
Words=but the:"DESTINY" of the Churbh 
doesffit)^ hang on their giving the 
"LOUDCRY!"=they will not even know 
WHAT=IT=IS! After their TALL TALES, 
like the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM.
THEIR TEST is the IQ VIRGIN PARABLE 
and their "SHAKING" in that Hour.BE
FORE the "L0UD_CRY!" TM_3OO^5O7. 
BEFORE”the "LOUD CRYr'=the7r DEST I NY 
is FIXED=their SEALING OVER! To be 
SEALED = God is WAITING for:

So ye "OUT" from among those who PRE- 
"ER the7nAB0MINATI0NS!" or who see =========== . -   _ _.

"LIGHT!"
)UT'of 
JUT of 
JUT of 
JUT of 
JUT of 
JUT of 
JUT of 
JUT of 
JUT of 
JUT from the 
JUT of the SEALING. T3:266-7. 
JUT of the


